The phrase “The ALL-IN book LIBRARY” is repeated twice in the text. This indicates that the phrase is a part of the title or heading of the document and not part of the natural text. Therefore, the phrase should be removed from the final text.
Executive has achieved much in past nine months

On June 22 last year the newly elected Executive of the Students’ Association was announced to the ACM of the association. Since that date Executive has met on eleven occasions (one a special meeting) and the time it has met has amounted to some 40 hours. Many hundreds of hours more have been spent by individual members and committees in the planning, development and implementation of the many schemes and ideas presented for their consideration.

What have they to show for it?

The Executives have clubs and societies. It is pointed out that a new notice board is to be placed at the top of the main stairs, operating on a card system of activities which in the main will be possible for all students to use. Executive, all the different clubs and societies and all students can readily gain immediate knowledge of the activities of Executive and N.U.E.A.

Long and Short Hours

An open offer secretary has been appointed to assist with secretarial work, keeping the minutes and general business in the Treasurer’s Office. John Smith (Societies) has taken charge of the security at the Cafeteria. cafeteria has received more intensive attention this year, with the aim of improving the service and making the atmosphere more enjoyable for students.

Preconisation

With the exception of the financial exhaustion of the executive and the initial stagnation of the association, the year has been relatively successful. The students have been active and involved in a wide range of activities, from sports and social events to academic discussions and committee meetings.

Salient reorganized; editorial and business policy overhauled

Editor of Salient this year is third-year Arts student Nick Turner, and co-editor (1953) Trevor Hill is business manager. A new broadcasting and editorial policy has been put into effect, and after minor "teething" troubles are overcome the editorial policy is expected to fit its new function in the college more adequately than it has in the past.

Principal points of the new business policy are:

The paper and reproduction of the student's work;

The revised advertising policy providing for a greater drive for commercial advertising as an important source of revenue and direct control of five club advertisements.

Editorial policy provides initially for concentration on strictly student views to the exclusion of international affairs commentary and general articles.

The decision to change Salient's present format was made solely for financial reasons after a thorough and realistic examination of the college's current problems. A substantial drop in production costs is expected to result from the change.

Salient's New Look

Although the format will be slightly different in appearance, mainly owing to the use of different type faces, it is expected that the new look will be at least as attractive as the old. The reorganization of Salient Books and a new staff set up for them is one of the large nominal requiring staff of provost, business manager, and associate editor.

Gill Hemery and haka party combine to welcome freshers—and how!

The presentation of the student’s association having finished its steering address of welcome, the buzz of voices grew louder as freshers red face, somewhat uncertain of the move. More’s present minister, Jim Allman, came to the rescue and directed the horizon across the bridge from C3 to the library.

Once again the inspired cry of "haka party, haka party, let’s go to the Library!" came from the floor and the crowd, a great salvo of green and gold haka skits, and the golden, great sykes, were present and accounted for. The famous Wai haka party who, on the other hand, did not perform, sparked probably unexplained at any time, the coffee wares to come.

The precision of movement and discipline of voice, lacking in the haka party over the past two or three years, gave an added polish to the proceedings of the evening to which some in attendance were naturally itself.

Having started from the midst of the large crowd the accustomed number of "freshers" before them turned about and hailed a train to the Upper Gym where Garth Young and his team were lined up to blow the haka, which the rows and class the symbols.

Studios waved and jeered for positions and away they went. The "first" "Gay Gordon" of the season, it is reported that the smoke returned to the ceiling and the "Hot Gigi" down Coca-Cola for the night. And gilts. But wait... “/..” “..” “..”...

The Salient team arrived at the Bar and met many of the new students back to their respective residences.

The party again exuding into toasts and speeches. Following in the lead by a few minutes later, Chorley Terry Corell was to proceed to freshers' hall and social in the class of 1955.

Dancing continued through to mid-six, and happy crowds of freshers and others not so young were dancing in the halls, singing and enjoying the evening's performance.

The Salient team worked on Freshers' Ball on Friday 9th. Gill's story reading and the educational and editorial committees worked hard for a "Whit's Way" with music, entertainment and refreshments throughout the day. wing, in addition to the party, all students were to receive a complimentary copy of the Ball program, so that in any case to meet all the students and enjoy the evening.

It is not easy to remain downstairs buttering wines and breathing music, but the in the crowd who have come and are eating the dancing, all the time had a smile on their face, and the pleasant reactions on their face for a long time.
New Zealand theme at Curious Cove

By PAUL THOMPSON

"Congress? Well, there's swimming, snorkelling, diving, windsurfing, and sailing - and the weather is often so nice, it's tempting to play along with the rest of America's preoccupation with ocean survival. But, after trying to stay dry for a while, I came to the conclusion that the best way to enjoy Curious Cove was to take the plunge!"

To the superficial observer that comment on Congress, from its planks to the seafood and suntan lotion, is often little more than a convenient stopover on the way to more interesting destinations. But there's plenty on that beach, true enough, but it runs a little deeper than obituaries and Saints.

While the off-beat fun is what one remembers over the years rather than the erudition of the talks, the new face of Congress is often very much part of the everyday fare of the moment and on occasion even sometimes and startingly concepts became part of the daily fare of the moment.

By tradition, the key idea of this eighth congress, New Zealand's prime minister, Mr. Henry Whitfield, gave the keynote speech. He told the congress that, with the number of children in the country, the country was looking towards the future and hoped that all New Zealanders would be able to share in the benefits of the future.

There is little doubt that the New Zealand Government is taking steps to ensure that all New Zealanders, regardless of their background, have the opportunity to participate in the country's development.

It is likely that the next congress will focus on the issues of education, health, and the environment.

Radio Scripo Went
dr. A. Doubleday, Medical Officer of Health for Canterbury, spoke on the need for preventive medicine and discussed the importance of early detection of the disease in which many lives are lost. Dr. Doubleday also pointed out the many ways in which the disease can be prevented, and the need for everyone to be aware of the symptoms of the disease.

Munz v Ward at AGM of new Historical Soc.

The case was heard by the New Zealand Historical Society, which was called to order by Mr. John Smith. The main point of contention was the question of whether the New Zealand Historical Society should be a professional or a non-professional society. After much discussion, the society voted in favor of a professional society. The decision was made after much discussion, and the society voted in favor of a professional society.
An open letter from Bill Landreth

From time to time Solent has accorded me the opportunity of speaking to its readers through this column. I welcome this opportunity of saying a few words to the freshers of 1955 in particular, and to all the many students of previous years who enjoyed the facilities provided by the Physical Education Department in the past.

Most first year students will be familiar with the handbook "An Introduction to Victoria University College," in which a brief description is given of the provisions made by the college for the promotion of student health.

There are many recreational activities conducted within the college, and many students have engaged in the facilities offered by the Student Union.
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Sports Venues

The general programme has not as yet been finalised, but the main fixtures and sports programmes among the freshers have been arranged. Junior sports will be held in the afternoon and Sports Board meetings will be held in the evening. The fixtures and events will be announced in the official programme.

VUC-hosts-to-Varsity-sportsmen-this-Easter

The outstanding performances of Miss Betty Nelson in the tennis team, and other VUC players do well.
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VUC girls show talent in rowing

The performance of VUC girls' rowing teams during the past few weeks has improved much. Satisfactory results have been achieved by both teams. The first meeting of the girls' rowing team this year was held on Easter Monday.
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